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Ellory
Nestle

Lindsay Knox
Lindsay is wearing
a tank with shorts,
boots, a scarf and
earrings, all from
Forever 21, with a
cardigan from
Charlotte Russe
and a bag and jewelry
from stores in Venice Beach,
California.

Ellory is
wearing a tank
from American
Apparel with
leggings from
Kitson, boots
from Steve
Madden, a bag from
Marshall’s, her dad’s
hat, vintage jewelry
and sunglasses from
Aldo.

What’s awesome about swap parties is that because you’re
picking up free things, you are more liberated to experiment with
your style. You are not likely to put down 20 dollars for a clothing
item that’s not necessarily “you,” but at a swap party you might come
across a few pieces you would have otherwise passed up and take
them home with you because there’s nothing to lose and no commitment to keep it. You can bring it home and see how you can mix it
into your wardrobe, Davis says. “It really gives you the opportunity to
push your creative self.”
For vintage clothing enthusiasts, swap parties are a gold mine.
Pair up with a group of your most fashion-forward friends and everyone is likely to take home something. “Nothing feels better than knowing that your friend or the girl down the hall, or even someone in your
social circle, is now wearing a piece that you once loved.” Davis says
“You’re passing on the spirit of that piece in a really positive way.”
“Style karma” is what Davis calls it, because at the end of the
day, you also have the opportunity to inherit something really great for
your wardrobe.

Kristen
Kortman
Kristen is
wearing a Banana
Republic tank with
an American Eagle
skirt, a cardigan,
necklace and ring
from Forever 21
with sandals from
Nordstrom Rack.

ABC TO CANCEL ‘ALL MY CHILDREN,’ ‘ONE LIFE TO LIVE’
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Genna
Poletti

Genna is
wearing a tank
from a thrift store with
leggings
from Ross, boots and ear
rings from
Charlotte Russe, a bou
tique hat,
and a bag and jewelry
from eBay
stores.
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